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Abstract—We present AUGEFS, a scalable userspace log-
structured file system for modern SSDs. AUGEFS re-architects
the file system stack to address three critical challenges: ineffi-
cient control plane, limited metadata scalability, and underuti-
lized device bandwidth. First, we propose a shared and protected
address space within the userspace of accessing applications
to run AUGEFS, which enables high-performance data plane
and efficient control plane. Second, we design a scalable LSM-
tree based key-value store called METADB to organize small-
sized metadata in AUGEFS. To improve metadata scalability,
METADB employs parallel request processing to reduce thread
synchronization overhead and fine-grained parallel write-ahead
log to eliminate false sharing in metadata persistence. Finally,
AUGEFS distributes files into different domains. To reduce
contention, we maintain space management metadata for each
domain independently, which helps scale data performance and
improve device utilization. Moreover, AUGEFS designs an asyn-
chronous IO stack for fsync to reduce the latency of synchronous
writes. The evaluation results show that AUGEFS significantly
improves both metadata scalability and data scalability.

Index Terms—SSD, Userspace File System, Scalability

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in non-volatile memory technolo-
gies bring modern solid-state drives (SSDs) with both ultra-
low latency and high throughput. For example, Samsung Z-
SSD [84], Intel Optane SSD [28], [30], and Toshiba XL-
Flash [72] provide sub-ten microseconds of IO latency and
up to 7.0 GB/s [30] of IO bandwidth. However, similar to
the conventional SSDs [29], these advanced SSDs still exhibit
higher performance under sequential accesses than that under
random accesses [28], [72], [84], [92].

To fully leverage the features of modern SSDs, this pa-
per explores the issue: how to build a scalable and high-
performance userspace log-structured file system (LFS) based
on modern SSDs. First, traditional kernel file systems [4], [10]
entail crossing the user-kernel boundary for IO operations and
traversing multiple layers of the kernel IO stack, resulting in
substantial software overhead [97], [98]. In contrast, userspace
file systems [7], [42], [59], [76] allow applications to directly
access storage devices and reduce kernel involvement consid-
erably. Second, the LFS organizes the address space exposed
by storage devices as an append-only log, which is a promising
practice to utilize the sequential access pattern favored by
modern SSDs [39], [92]. Thus, exploring the design choices in

a userspace LFS yields significance, which can benefit systems
like databases, key-value stores, mail server, etc.

Intuitively, one can port mature kernel-based LFSs, such as
F2FS [10], to the current userspace file system (FS) archi-
tectures [7], [42], [59], [76]. Unfortunately, we identify three
inefficiencies existing in current userspace FS architectures
and LFS designs when meeting modern SSDs. First, most
userspace file systems [7], [42], [76], [87] bypass the kernel
IO stack for high-performance data operations. However, they
rely on a trusted process or the kernel for the control plane,
including metadata operations and concurrency control. Thus,
existing userspace FSs suffer from expensive inter-process
communication (IPC) or costly kernel trapping, which imposes
overhead for the control plane and limits the scalability of FS
operations, especially for multi-process sharing [17].

Second, small-sized metadata in LFSs [10] mismatches
with the block interface of SSDs, which brings IO amplifica-
tion [40], [42] and causes suboptimal metadata performance.
Although some works aim to improve metadata efficiency [60],
[63], they still suffer from severe metadata write amplification
due to the block-based metadata organization. A promising
practice to handle small-sized metadata for local file systems
is to use log-structured merge tree (LSM-tree) based key-value
stores (LSM-KVS) as several FSs do [2], [34], [40], [85], [88].
However, we observe poor scalability in both metadata updates
and metadata persistence when adopting LSM-KVS. Through
profiling and analyzing, we find the root cause comes from a
fundamental design in existing LSM-KVS: the group updating
mechanism that aims to improve write performance for slow
storage devices. On the one hand, group updating causes the
false sharing problem in metadata updates. Metadata updates
suffer from extra synchronization overhead among multiple
threads even when they update their own private metadata,
as in §II-C. On the other hand, group updating causes false
sharing in metadata persistence. The group updating generates
a shared write-ahead log (WAL) to batch multiple writes from
small-sized metadata to generate one block-based log write.
When a thread invokes fsync for only persisting a part of
buffered metadata, it undergoes transaction entanglement [40]
that requires flushing the entire shared WAL, which brings
heavy write amplification and high latency.

Third, existing LFSs, such as F2FS [10], fail to fully
exploit the device bandwidth of modern SSDs, especially



for synchronous writes that are commonly used in many
applications [12], [16], [24], [64], [68]. Although Max [52]
identifies that the locking of shared data structure limits data
scalability and splits most of them, we find there still exist two
potential issues causing suboptimal data scalability and under-
utilization of device bandwidth: the updating dependencies for
the fsync operation and the locking contention overhead at the
submitting stage of both data and node blocks (file index).

In this paper, we propose AUGEFS, a scAlable Userspace
loG-structurEd File System for modern SSDs. To address the
aforementioned inefficiencies, AUGEFS re-architects the file
system stack with the following techniques. First, AUGEFS in-
troduces a shared and protected address space architecture to
run the file system, which aims to provide an efficient control
plane. AUGEFS is built in a reserved range within the user
address space of the accessing applications, which achieves
library-level file system performance. Meanwhile, the address
space of AUGEFS is shared by multiple processes to support
cross-process sharing efficiently. To protect AUGEFS from
stray writes, we adopt memory protection technology of exist-
ing processors (e.g., Intel Memory Protection Key, MPK) [15]
to allow a process to access the address space of AUGEFS only
when it executes the file system services.

Second, we propose METADB, an LSM-tree based key-
value store, to manage small-sized metadata (e.g., inode).
Specially, METADB designs two techniques to address the
limitation of group updating. To scale up the processing
of metadata updates, METADB introduces parallel request
processing to allow threads to update metadata independently
without sacrificing correctness, which greatly reduces the
thread synchronization overhead. To overcome the limitation
of false sharing on WAL, METADB designs fine-grained par-
allel WAL by exploiting persistent memory region (PMR) [70]
in modern SSDs. Its WAL allows different threads to write and
persist their log entries independently, improving the perfor-
mance and scalability of metadata persistence significantly.

Finally, AUGEFS introduces domain-based file organization
to increase the device bandwidth utilization. After delegating
inode and directory operations to METADB, AUGEFS further
groups files into different domains and maintains space man-
agement metadata for each domain individually. Thus, differ-
ent domains can execute file read/write, garbage collection,
and checkpoint in parallel with little locking contention. In
addition, AUGEFS proposes an asynchronous IO stack for
fsync, which parallels the writing of data and node blocks
to eliminate their updating dependencies. This stack improves
device utilization without compromising consistency.

We implement AUGEFS and evaluate it with file system
benchmarks and real-world applications against six file sys-
tems: F2FS [10], Max [52], uFS [59], Strata [42], Ext4 [4],
and TableFS [34]. Specially, AUGEFS increases the throughput
by 34× on average for synchronous metadata updates and
improves the throughput by up to 36% for LevelDB [22]. In
summary, the contributions of this paper include:
• A detailed analysis of challenges when building userspace
log-structured file systems on modern SSDs.

• A shared and protected address space in userspace to hold
the file system with efficient control plane and data plane.
• A scalable KV store to organize metadata with parallel
request processing and fine-grained parallel WAL to achieve
high metadata scalability and performance.
• A domain-based file organization to enable in-parallel file
access without cross-domain contention and an asynchronous
IO stack for fsync to accelerate data persistence.
• An extensive evaluation of AUGEFS to show its efficiency
over state-of-the-art file systems on modern SSDs.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Modern SSDs and Userspace LFS

The development of modern SSDs exhibits three attractive
features, which inspire us to build a scalable and high-
performance userspace LFS. First, modern SSDs provide sub-
ten microseconds of IO latency, leading the kernel IO stack to
become the performance bottleneck [44], [58]. Thus, building
a userspace FS can reduce the heavy kernel-involvement over-
head and improve performance [7], [58], [59], [76], [95]. Sec-
ond, modern SSDs still exhibit higher sequential performance
than random performance. For example, Samsung SZ1735a
Z-SSD [83] offers a 4.1GB/s bandwidth for sequential writes
while only 330K IOPS for random writes. Even the Intel
Optane SSD obtains better sequential performance (10% on
average) than random performance [92]. LFS [82] can convert
random writes into sequential writes, thereby fully exploiting
the sequential performance of modern SSDs. Third, a new fea-
ture named persistent memory region (PMR) [69] is proposed
starting from NVMe specification 1.4 [70] for modern SSDs.
PMR is a designated small-capacity persistent memory area
within SSDs. It can be exposed as an internal memory area to
applications by memory mapping (MMIO). Applications can
access PMR directly through CPU load/store instructions [45],
[53]. Thus, PMR raises an opportunity to accelerate small-
sized (tens-to-hundreds-of-bytes) FS metadata access.

B. Inefficient Control Plane in Userspace FS

Userspace file systems are usually designed with the sep-
aration of control plane and data plane [7], [42], [58], [76],
[87]. The control plane generally includes metadata operations
and concurrency control, especially in cross-process cases. The
data plane mainly involves reading/writing file data. Existing
userspace FSs execute data plane operations in userspace to
reduce the kernel overhead. However, most of them depend
on the kernel [7], [76] or a trusted process [42], [87] to
execute control plane operations. This results in an inefficient
control plane as metadata operations require either trapping
into the slow kernel or using expensive inter-process commu-
nication (IPC, e.g., socket-based IPC [42]) to interact with
the trusted process. Unfortunately, write operations also slow
down as they are intertwined with metadata updates (e.g.,
space allocation). Moreover, their control plane introduces
inefficient cross-process sharing. For example, when multi-
ple processes read/write the same file concurrently, multiple
expensive IPCs are required [42] to acquire and release the
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inode lock (lease mechanism), which add high communication
overhead and lead to lower performance [17], [80].

A few works [58], [59] adopt a semi-microkernel ap-
proach to place both the data and control planes in a trusted
userspace process. However, they bring additional CPU over-
head. uFS [59] is such a userspace FS that consolidates all
FS functionalities into a trusted server (process). Application
threads use the shared ring buffer to interact with the server.
They write FS requests into the shared buffer and wait for
completion by polling the buffer. The server threads poll the
shared buffer to fetch requests and use the polling-based SPDK
to access SSDs to serve the requests. This results in a polling
on polling problem because both application and server threads
spend too much time on polling. For example, uFS requires
up to 80% additional CPU cores [59] for running the trusted
file system process when running LevelDB [22].

C. Poor Metadata Scalability

Metadata operations are critical to file system performance
as they are reported to occupy nearly half of all FS opera-
tions [46], [81]. Metadata/fsync-intensive applications, such as
mail server and rsync [40], demand highly scalable metadata
performance [16]. Unfortunately, metadata operations often
incur small and random writes, resulting in large amplifi-
cation and suboptimal performance. To mitigate this, some
works [60], [63] have introduced optimizations (e.g., inverted
index) on traditional file systems. However, these approaches
still involve many extra IOs for metadata persistence due
to the mismatched granularity. Moreover, they may cause
serious delays for guaranteeing crash consistency due to IO
ordering [9], [13], [90] and journaling [16], [55].

There is another kind of file systems that utilize LSM-
KVS (e.g., LevelDB [22] and RocksDB [20]) to organize
metadata within local file systems [2], [34], [40], [85]. We ar-
gue that the LSM-KVS is well-suited to manage FS metadata.
First, LSM-KVS groups small-sized metadata and writes them
to the device sequentially in bulk, which is favored by modern
SSDs. We observe that directly using RocksDB to organize
FS metadata shows up to 5× performance improvement than
traditional FSs (detail in §VII-A). Second, LSM-KVS can
expose atomicity to support transactions considerably eas-
ier than the block interface [40], which can help support
FS metadata consistency. However, the integration of LSM-
KVS into FS metadata organization presents two challenges.
First, LSM-KVS requires building atop a file system. For ex-
ample, TableFS [34] is built atop Ext4 [4]. Fortunately, LSM-

KVS does not require a complex FS. Instead, we can build a
simple FS to manage its files (e.g., SSTables), greatly reducing
the integration complexity. Second, we find a fundamental
design: group updating adopted by existing LSM-KVS [6],
[8], [11], [20], [22], [62], [79], [96] causes the false sharing
problem, which severely limits metadata scalability. We choose
the widely used and mature RocksDB as a representative LSM-
KVS to illustrate this problem below.
False Sharing in Metadata Updates. When different threads
update metadata in their private directories, there should be
little dependence among them. However, we identify that the
group updating mechanism requires synchronization among
these threads. It causes high latency and constrains the scal-
ability of metadata operations, leading to the false sharing
problem. To display it, we first build a library FS and use
the RocksDB to store its metadata. It adopts the metadata to
KV mapping policy in §V and its KV size is about 192B.
Then, we measure the throughput and average latency of its
create operation with increasing thread count. Each thread
creates files in its private directory. We run this experiment on
HDD, Intel P4800X SSD [28], and RamDisk respectively with
the machine in §VII, and show the results in Fig. 1(a). When
running on HDD, the tested FS shows low throughput and little
scalability as the slow device is the bottleneck. As for SSD and
RamDisk, their throughputs scale initially, but their scalability
is limited. When reaching 24 threads, the latency running on
SSD (Lat-S) increases sharply, and the throughput even drops.
Since RamDisk offers bandwidth that is ten times higher than
that of SSD, it still encounters scalability limitation. This
indicates that increasing storage device bandwidth does not
improve scalability and throughput, instead, the performance
bottleneck shifts from the storage device to the CPU.

To verify the above claim, we describe the procedures of the
create operation and illustrate its performance breakdown run-
ning on the SSD in Fig. 1(b). When multiple threads execute
create, they first perform Path-Lookup, then issue a put request
to RocksDB. The group updating mechanism organizes these
threads into a group. One thread is elected as the leader that is
responsible for aggregating and writing all log entries into the
WAL file (Write-WAL). Other threads are followers and wait
until WAL writes are finished (WAL-Sync). After that, these
threads concurrently update the Memtable (U-Memtable). The
thread group exits synchronously after all threads finish U-
Memtable (Memtable-Sync). As in Fig. 1(b), when the thread
count increases, Write-WAL and U-Memtable occupy less
overhead (decreases from 65% to 15%). However, the group
synchronization overhead (WAL-Sync and Memtable-Sync)
increases a lot, contributing up to 78% latency. It is mainly
from waiting among these threads and thread invoking (yield
occupies 60% of the WAL-Sync time).
False Sharing in Metadata Persistence. When using LSM-
KVS to store FS metadata, the updates are first written
to the WAL file but may reside in the page cache. Thus,
guaranteeing metadata persistence requires flushing the WAL
file. For example, TableFS [34] provides the fsync operation
that puts a KV pair with a sync write option to flush the
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WAL. However, the metadata of a single directory may lie
in different positions of the WAL file. Even persisting one
directory’s private metadata requires flushing the entire WAL,
resulting in false sharing on WAL. To show its impact, we add
the fsync operation atop the above create workload with 20
threads. Fig. 2(a) shows the results. The X-axis indicates the
thread count executing fsync within all threads. For example,
one sync thread means only one thread executes create-
fsync while the others only execute create. We observe that
only one sync thread can severely degrade the whole system
performance, up to 54% degradation compared to that all
threads executing create without fsync. With the increasing
count of sync-threads, the throughput decreases by up to 83%.
Thus, false sharing on WAL hurts performance heavily when
file system metadata is persisted synchronously.

To analyze the aforementioned problem further, we measure
the device write size caused by WAL (wal dev write size) and
show the results in Fig. 2(b). When there is no sync thread,
wal dev write size is only 290MB, which is far less than the
size of workloads (about 2.5GB). The reason is that most
WAL files are deleted before they are persisted to SSD as their
corresponding Memtables have been flushed. However, when
there is only one sync thread, wal dev write size increases
sharply to 10.2GB, and it can increase up to about 28GB
with all 20 sync threads. Large wal dev write size brings
additional device IOs and increased latency. When one thread
executes fsync, its updating group suffers from the long latency
of device IOs, as it requires flushing the whole WAL. Mean-
while, other updating groups must wait for a long time until
the previous group exits, which causes severe performance
degradation by blocking the whole process.

D. Underutilized Device Bandwidth of Data Operations

Data operations can execute faster within the userspace FS
architecture by directly accessing storage devices [7]. How-
ever, we find that the device bandwidth is underutilized with
existing LFSs’s data management, especially for synchronous
writes that are commonly used for data durability and storage
order [90], [91]. To illustrate this problem, we measure the
write throughputs of the state-of-the-art LFSs (F2FS [10] and
Max [50], [52]) on the above SSD with increasing thread
count. Each thread executes 4KB append writes to its private
file followed by fsync independently. We also measure the
device bandwidth utilization (calculated as the average device
used bandwidth ÷ device maximum bandwidth). Fig. 3(a)
shows the results, where F-U and M-U denote the bandwidth
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utilizations of F2FS and Max respectively. We find the per-
formance of Max only scales up to 12 threads, failing to fully
saturate the device bandwidth (up to 60%). We analyze the
reasons for the aforementioned results as below.
Intrinsic Dependency in Data Persistence. When persisting
dirty data explicitly with fsync, both Max and F2FS require the
modified data blocks to be durable before their associated node
blocks to guarantee correctness and data consistency. However,
this strict write order introduces a serial execution path and
intrinsic dependencies, which lead to unnecessary waiting time
and hurts the device’s parallel performance.
Lock Contention under High Concurrency. The shared
in-memory data structures, such as shared node address ta-
ble (NAT) and segment information table (SIT) in F2FS, cause
severe lock contention under high concurrency. Although
existing works (e.g., Max) split the shared data structure to
eliminate most contention, we still find the mutual submitting
locks to guarantee write ordering brings underutilization of
device bandwidth. For example, the data log in F2FS has a
reader-writer lock, which serializes the data submitting stage.
It also uses a global mutex lock in superblock to further serial-
ize IO. Although Max [50], [52] splits the large log into minor
logs, it only focuses and implements on the space allocation
stage. When submitting data blocks, it still simply locks the
whole stream. Moreover, all data logs in Max share a global
submitting lock, which hinders its scalability. The submitting
locks include the data log submitting lock (data sublock) and
the node log submitting lock (node sublock). To verify it, we
isolate the overhead proportion of locking in fsync under 24
threads. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the latency of locks in Max
is lower than that in F2FS (from 91.9us to 64.5us). However,
the entire lock overhead in Max still occupies 37.7% of the
fsync operation, mainly from the submitting locks.

III. DESIGN OVERVIEW

To address the above challenges, we propose AUGEFS, a
scalable and high-performance userspace LFS. Fig. 4 presents
a high-level overview of AUGEFS design, which mainly
contains the following components:
Architecture. To provide an efficient control plane without
extra CPU overhead, AUGEFS places the file system in a
shared and protected address space within the user address
space for all application processes accessing it. Applications
access AUGEFS through the userspace library (LibFS), which
only requires a fast userspace context switch. Additionally, it
provides the hash-based inode cache, the hash-based dentry
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cache, the radix-tree-based file data cache, and the run-time
file management (Fd array) similar to the virtual file system.
For protection, AUGEFS leverages memory protection tech-
nology (e.g., Intel MPK) to ensure its integrity (§IV-B).
METADB. METADB is a scalable LSM-based KV store that
is responsible for storing the file system metadata, especially
for inodes. Metadata operations such as create and mkdir are
converted into KV operations (i.e., put, get, delete), which can
handle small-sized metadata more efficiently. To further im-
prove the scalability of metadata operations, METADB adopts
parallel request processing (§V-A) to reduce the thread syn-
chronization overhead and fine-grained parallel WAL (§V-B)
to eliminate the false sharing on WAL.
File Domains. Thanks to the adoption of METADB,
AUGEFS enables scalable inode and directory operations
through METADB. Then, AUGEFS distributes files into dif-
ferent domains to achieve high data scalability (§VI-A). Each
domain includes a collection of files and maintains its own
space management metadata. AUGEFS also conducts garbage
collection and checkpoint in a per-domain way. Moreover,
AUGEFS provides an asynchronous IO stack for fsync to
accelerate data persistence in each domain (§VI-B).

IV. AUGEFS ARCHITECTURE

A. Efficient Control Plane in AUGEFS

At first, AUGEFS is designed as a userspace library FS [95],
which can avoid both the IPC and kernel trapping overhead
for the control plane. Unfortunately, this design does not
support cross-process sharing despite obtaining promising per-
formance. To overcome this problem, we propose architecting
AUGEFS as a shared and protected address space, a shared part
within the user address space for AUGEFS specially. Fig. 5
illustrates the address space layout of an application using
AUGEFS. Since the virtual address space provides up to 64PB
space range [57], we reserve a fixed and enough range (i.e.,
AUGEFS in Fig. 5) from the user address space to hold
AUGEFS. Similar to the kernel address space, AUGEFS ad-
dress space has code segment (the library file system), data
segment, stack, heap, background threads, etc.

Each application accessing AUGEFS must register with the
kernel. During the registration, the application invokes a new
system call augefs init, then the kernel checks applications’

permissions and maps AUGEFS into the applications’ address
space by adding the page table entries of AUGEFS into
the applications’ page table. Thus, any registered applica-
tion can share AUGEFS akin to sharing the kernel address
space. Then, multiple threads (both intra- and inter-process)
can manage the same data structures in AUGEFS, and lock
structures (e.g., inode lock) can be built to support concurrent
accesses among them. Applications access AUGEFS via a
library called LibFS, which offers file system interfaces like
open and close. Since AUGEFS resides in the same address
space within applications, application threads can utilize the
non-privileged function calls (call and ret instructions) to
execute AUGEFS functions entirely in userspace like the
library FS. Meanwhile, AUGEFS does not require extra server
threads to execute functions on behalf of application threads.
Therefore, AUGEFS obtains the library-file-system-like high
performance while supporting cross-process sharing, which
provides both efficient control plane and data plane.

B. Protection for Shared User Address Space

Since AUGEFS is designed as a part of user address
space, we must concern about the corruption resulting from
stray writes [19]. Stray writes typically happen when the
control flow is messed up due to bugs outside AUGEFS [17],
where misused pointers can modify the contents in arbitrary
memory addresses in AUGEFS to hurt the FS integrity. Some
works [17], [49] use Intel memory protection keys (MPK)
to prevent stray writes to persistent memory, but they cannot
directly be applied to AUGEFS as they either protect specific
abstraction (coffer in [17]) or lack protection for volatile data
structures (e.g., inode cache, page cache) [17], [49]. Thus, we
co-design AUGEFS architecture with MPK and introduce a
protection technique called MPP (i.e., Memory Protection for
address sPace). With the help of MPP, AUGEFS can expand
its protection boundary to a trusted process group [99] as in
the data center environment [49].
Intel MPK. MPK is used to restrict memory accesses in
userspace. It leverages four unused bits in page table entries
to store a protection key, giving 16 possible keys. The pages
sharing the same key are considered as one memory region.
To control access permission of each memory region, MPK
introduces a new userspace-accessible CPU register named
PKRU. This register contains 16 pairs of two-bit permissions
for these keys, determining the corresponding regions’ rights
(read, write, neither, or both). The permissions can be changed
by a user-mode instruction WRPKRU. Moreover, its permis-
sion control is at the per-thread granularity.
MPP. Its key idea is to guarantee the AUGEFS address space
to be exclusively accessible only during the invocation of
file system services. When executing the application’s code
outside AUGEFS, application threads are prohibited from
accessing AUGEFS address space, thereby preventing stray
writes. To achieve it, we reserve the last memory protection
key (pkey) to control the access permission of AUGEFS, treat-
ing AUGEFS as one memory region. After registration, one
application is not allowed to access AUGEFS by default. Then,



void gate(op_code, args, res) 
{
    disable_protection();
    save_context();
    switch_stack();
    fs_call(op_code, args, res);
    switch_stack();
    restore_context();
    enable_protection();
}

Code Segment
...

void fs_call(op_code, args, res) {
    fscall_table[op_code](args, res);
}
void init_fs_table() {
    fscall_table[OPEN] = &auge_open;
    fscall_table[CLOSE] = &auge_close;
}

void auge_open(…)
 ...

Heap

Stack
Kernel 
Space

N/A

AugeFS

...
open()

...

User 
Space Application Address Space

PKRU
WRPKRU

Fig. 5: The Example of AUGEFS Address Space
we design a gate function to wrap each file system call of
AUGEFS to manage the permission. The gate function resides
in a code page that is mapped into the applications’ address
space at registration. When an application thread invokes a file
system call, the gate function first grants the access permis-
sion of AUGEFS by updating the PKRU (disable protection).
The instruction WRPKRU is executed fast (less than 20
cycles [73]) without trapping into the kernel. After the FS
service finishes, the gate function disables the accessibility
of AUGEFS again (enable protection). Thus, AUGEFS is
inaccessible when the application’s code is executed. Since
AUGEFS code (i.e., LibFS) is a trusted library, there are no
stray writes corrupting AUGEFS. Note that MPP is not specific
to Intel processors, as similar hardware features exist in other
processors for memory protection, such as ARM Domain [3]
and IBM Storage Protection [26].
Malicious Attacks. AUGEFS still faces malicious attacks [99]
from untrusted processes (e.g., modifying pkey) as in previous
works [17], [49]. Fortunately, there are several orthogonal
works [25], [86] exploring low-overhead binary-writing tech-
niques. They can be directly applied to AUGEFS to protect
against malicious attacks while having little impact on the
performance of both AUGEFS and applications [25], [86],
which leaves as our immediate future work.

C. Put It Together
Here, we take the process of opening a file as an example,

as shown in Fig. 5. First, an application thread calls the
open function, which calls the gate function subsequently.
Second, within the gate function, it calls disable protection to
gain access to AUGEFS address space. It then saves the
application thread context and switches to the stack in
AUGEFS. Third, it calls fs call to execute the actual FS
function (auge open) according to the opcode (OPEN). The
fs call function is placed in a fixed address in AUGEFS,
and the gate can call it using the function pointer. Note that
AUGEFS pre-initializes the fscall table in init fscall table.
Finally, it switches to the application thread stack, restores
the application thread context, and calls enable protection to
revoke the access permission to AUGEFS.

V. METADB
In this section, we present METADB, a scalable LSM-

KVS for packing metadata of AUGEFS. To improve its scal-

ability, we design two techniques: parallel request process-
ing (§V-A) and fine-grained parallel WAL (§V-B). We first
describe how to apply METADB to AUGEFS.
Metadata to KV Mapping. AUGEFS stores FS-level meta-
data (superblock) and file-level metadata (e.g., inode) into
METADB. The key of superblock is m:superblock. We adopt
similar naming rules for the key of file-level metadata as ex-
isting works [34], [40]. Specifically, AUGEFS assigns the key
of file-level metadata by combining the prefix ‘m’, the inode
number of the parent directory, a delimiter (:), and the file or
directory name. For example, if the parent directory of foo.txt
is /home/dir whose inode number is 100, the key for foo.txt’s
metadata is set as m:100:foo.txt, with its value being the inode
of foo.txt. AUGEFS also adopts an in-memory inode cache to
accelerate metadata accessing [34]. METADB provides several
APIs to serve metadata operations. For example, create is
converted to put operation, unlink is converted to delete op-
eration, and rename is converted to delete and put operations.
AUGEFS has no dentries in METADB and it uses the iterate
function to organize the hierarchical namespace, which can
list all files and directories in a parent directory [34], [40].

A. Parallel Request Processing

To eliminate thread synchronization of the group updating
mechanism, METADB introduces parallel request processing
to enable each thread to update Memtable and WAL inde-
pendently without considering the status of other threads.
Thus, different threads in AUGEFS can update file system
metadata in METADB independently instead of being in a
co-dependent group. To support parallel request processing,
METADB adopts the skiplist-based Memtable to allow concur-
rent updating [20], which supports KV insertions from multi-
ple threads. Meanwhile, METADB creates a separate WAL file
for each CPU core to eliminate the dependence on WAL writes
from different threads. When executing put, METADB divides
the process into four stages, as shown in Fig. 6. ①Preparing:
a thread checks whether the current Memtable is full. If full,
it switches both the Memtable and the WAL files. Then,
the thread obtains a sequence number of the current write
batch. ②Writing Log: the thread gets the running CPU ID and
updates the corresponding WAL file. ③Updating Memtable.
④Return. The stages ② to ④ can be executed independently
by different threads. Instead, the stage ① is protected by a
global mutex. Fortunately, the Memtable and WAL switching
occurs infrequently, thus stage ① cannot become a bottleneck
for concurrent updates. By doing so, metadata updates in
AUGEFS avoid thread synchronization overhead, improving
the metadata scalability significantly, as in §VII.
Correctness Guarantee. Compared with existing LSM-KVS,
METADB compromises the strict sequential updating order
requirement, which brings two potential issues. First, during
the preparing stage, when the active Memtable is checked as
fully filled and switched to be immutable, there may exist in-
flight KV pairs that have acquired the position of the active
Memtable but not finished the insertion due to the non-strict
sequential order. These KV pairs risk being lost when this
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immutable Memtable is flushed by background threads. To
address it, METADB introduces a synchronization barrier be-
tween two adjacent Memtables. Its key idea is before an active
Memtable is switched to be immutable, it should wait until all
in-flight updates belonging to it are finished. METADB uses a
semaphore primitive with an atomic number (in flight writes)
for each Memtable to count in-flight KV pairs. In the preparing
stage, the in flight writes is added to the count of KV pairs
in the current write batch. After the KV pairs are inserted
into the Memtable, the in flight writes counter subtracts the
write count. When switching an active Memtable into an
immutable one, METADB checks in flight writes and waits if
it is not zero. When another thread finishes insertion and finds
in flight writes becoming zero after subscribing, it wakes up
the waiting threads. Other threads cannot proceed until the
Memtable switching is finished. Since the synchronization
barrier only sits between two adjacent Memtables, it has
little impact on scalability as concurrent updates to the same
Memtable can still execute without waiting for each other.

Second, the sequence number (seq num) is used to identify
different versions of KV pairs [18] in LSM-KVS. Seq-num is
generated and incremented on each update in METADB.
Thus, all KV pairs are logically arranged in a sorted order.
Meanwhile, multiple KV pairs with the same key may co-exist
and can be differentiated by the seq nums. METADB violates
this order as the Memtable inserting order may be inconsistent
with seq num. That means AUGEFS may not read the latest
value with the latest seq num from METADB when updating
the same key simultaneously. Fortunately, this issue can be ad-
dressed by the specific feature of the file system. In the POSIX
file system, the correctness of metadata concurrent updating
is guaranteed by inode locks. For example, when two threads
perform mkdir and rmdir to the same directory simultaneously,
their order is protected by the inode lock of its parent directory,
and they are executed in order. Thus, there are no simultaneous
updates to the same key in METADB. In conclusion, parallel
request processing does not sacrifice correctness and has the
same consistency level (similar to the ordered mode in Ext4)
with other KVS-based file systems (e.g., TableFS).

B. Fine-Grained Parallel WAL

Although METADB employs parallel request processing
with per-core WAL, it still suffers false sharing in metadata
persistence. The aforementioned false sharing on a single WAL
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file turns to false sharing on multiple WAL files. For example,
when one directory is invoked fsync, its metadata may lie
in multiple WAL files due to concurrent metadata updates to
this directory from multiple threads. To guarantee persistence,
METADB must flush all WAL files synchronously. This proce-
dure hurts performance severely, similar to §II-C. To solve this,
METADB utilizes the persistence memory region (PMR) [70]
in SSDs to build a fine-grained parallel WAL.
Enabling Parallel Logging. Different from the block inter-
face, PMR allows byte-addressable and durable access. This
allows the small-sized log of FS metadata to be persisted
immediately in a fine-grained granularity. Thus, METADB in-
troduces parallel logging to eliminate false sharing in metadata
persistence. First, METADB maintains a log tail in DRAM,
and concurrent threads use the tail as a synchronization point.
Concurrent threads use the compare-and-swap (CAS) instruc-
tion to increase the tail atomically. Since the threads know
the log entry size before logging, they can write log entries to
their positions in parallel without dependence. Second, one log
entry is 64B-aligned by adding paddings. The first 8B is its
TxB (transaction begin) area, which includes 4B for a magic
number and 4B for length. The last 8B is its TxE (transaction
end) that is used to record the commit information. There
is the log content between TxB and TxE. TxB, the log
content, and TxE are written sequentially for recovery. Note
that parallel logging does not compromise the correctness of
conflicting metadata updates because they are still protected
by FS locks (i.e., the locks of superblock and inode).
Log Data Management. Directly using PMR to store WAL
complicates log data management without the help of a file
system. Fortunately, with the byte-addressability and durability
features of PMR, METADB can organize fine-grained parallel
WAL with little overhead. METADB divides the PMR region
into two parts: a large data area and a small metadata area.
The data area stores WAL “files”. For each mutable Memtable,
METADB allocates a continuous data area to hold its logs.
The Memtables are flushed following their born order. Thus,
the data area for each Memtable is allocated and freed in
a log-structured way without incurring space fragmentation.
The metadata area resides at the beginning of PMR, which
stores metadata of WAL “files” such as their beginning and
ending offsets. Fig. 7 shows the overview of WAL on PMR
for METADB. The metadata of each WAL “file” occupies an
8-Byte slot, which consists of 1 valid bit (V), 31 start address
bits, 1 active bit (A), and 31 end address bits. The valid bit
shows the availability of the slot, and the active bit shows
whether the active Memtable uses the slot. The start and end
address bits describe the address range on PMR of the WAL



“file”. Fig. 7 shows the WAL “files” of three Memtables:
one active (mutable) and two inactive (immutable). The end
address of the active one is zero as it is being updated. When
becoming an immutable one, its end address is updated. After
a Memtable is flushed, its data area can be reclaimed, and
the valid bit of its metadata slot is also reset. Note that each
update to an 8-Byte slot can be atomic for PMR [1], [75].
PMR Size. The size of the metadata area is set to 4KB, and
the size of the data area is related to the number of Memtables
instead of the SSD’s capacity. By default, the data area requires
about 128MB to hold logs from two Memtables, each of
which is 64MB (same as RocksDB). Other information (TxB,
TxE, and paddings) requires extra but much smaller space.
A large PMR (hundreds of MBs) can directly persist logs
without flushing logs into SSDs to maximize performance and
previous works [32], [45], [47] show this PMR size is feasible.
However, a small PMR (e.g., 2MB used in prior work [53]) is
still able to serve logs for METADB efficiently. To achieve this,
we reserve a few hundreds of MBs (e.g., 256MB) on SSDs as
the backed space of PMR. We equally divide the PMR into
two parts. Initially, the first part receives the written logs. Once
the first part is full, its logs are asynchronously migrated into
the backed area on SSD. Meanwhile, the second part of PMR
is used to receive log writes. As for a small PMR, the full
part can be quickly migrated into the underlying fast SSD.
Then, METADB repeats the above process to continue using
the first part after its migration finishes. Thus, the divided
parts are used by turns, which allows METADB to still highly
benefit from our optimizations, as shown in §VII-F.
Log Recovery. First, METADB reads the metadata area to
fetch the valid Memtables and their address ranges. Second,
METADB recovers the logs of inactive Memtables by re-doing
them as they are complete. Third, for the active Memtable,
its log entries may be incomplete due to parallel logging. To
detect them, during the WAL initialization or WAL region
reclamation, METADB zeros out the corresponding space.
Then, METADB scans the data area from the start address
of the active Memtable at the 64B granularity until a TxB
is found. The log entry length is fetched from TxB, and
METADB uses it to check whether TxE exists. If it exists,
this log entry is complete and can be recovered. Otherwise,
it is dropped. METADB continues scanning and repeating the
above procedures until reaching the address of an immutable
Memtable or traversing the whole area. This procedure is fast
due to the small size of the WAL region.
Metadata Consistency: METADB first writes logs of meta-
data to PMR synchronously using fine-grained persisted in-
structions (store + cflush [53]), which provides immediate
persistence for logs. Then, METADB updates the volatile
Memtable. The metadata can be recovered due to its durable
logs even meeting crash down when updating the Memtable.
Some directory operations, such as rename, are converted into
more than one KV pair. METADB wraps the KV pairs into a
write batch and uses the above WAL to guarantee its atomicity
and durability because they are in one transaction unit. Thus,
AUGEFS can persist metadata atomically and immediately

without any consistency problems.
Discussion. While current commercial SSDs do not support
PMR, we believe it will be a key feature in future SSDs.
First, several recent works [5], [45], [51], [53], [54], [93]
show that PMR is able to accelerate system performance,
which evidences its importance for SSD-based storage sys-
tems. Second, existing technologies like non-volatile mem-
ory technologies (e.g., 3D XPoint [27] or capacitor-backed
DRAM [32], [36], provide medium-level support for realizing
PMR in SSDs. Finally, PMR requires no DIMM slots and has
a smaller capacity (hundreds of MBs or less) than persistent
memory (e.g., Intel Optane Persistent Memory [31]), which
makes it more practical in terms of cost and power saving.

VI. DATA MANAGEMENT

A. Domain-Based File Organization

The scalability of data accessing in LFSs is usually limited
by the contentions on manipulating FS-level shared data
structures (as in §II-D). Dividing the whole FS into multiple
partitions is an effective approach to reduce such contention.
However, existing partitioning approaches [35], [52] either
require extra effort to guarantee cross-partition metadata con-
sistency [35], [52] or suffer from global checkpoint locking be-
cause different files may share the same segment [52]. Thanks
to the centralized and scalable METADB, AUGEFS avoids the
cross-partition metadata consistency issue. Then, AUGEFS de-
signs a domain-based file organization to distribute files into
different partitions (called domain here). Each domain can exe-
cute read/write operations, garbage collection, and checkpoint
independently, which enables in-parallel file access with little
cross-domain contention. Thus, AUGEFS eliminates the lock-
ing contention completely for synchronous writes, including
contention on the shared data structures and the submitting
stage. AUGEFS adopts a modular-based hash function to dis-
tribute files into domains evenly, i.e., Df = Hash(ino)%N ,
where Df is the domain ID of file f, ino is the inode number
of file f, and N is the total number of domains (the default
number of domains is 16 as in §VII-F).
Space Management. AUGEFS divides the device space into
fixed-size segments (2MB), which are the space allocation
granularity of domains. Each segment is free or owned
by one domain exclusively. AUGEFS reuses the three data
structures of F2FS: segment information table (SIT), node
address table (NAT), and segment summary area (SSA). To
avoid cross-domain contention when manipulating the three
data structures, AUGEFS lets each domain maintain its own
structures. Moreover, we apply some modifications to SIT and
NAT, but leave SSA unchanged as each SSA (4KB block)
belongs to a segment that is not shared among domains.

Since SIT contains per-segment information (e.g., the num-
ber of valid blocks and the validity bitmaps), we add a domain
ID in each SIT entry (representing one segment) to indicate
the ownership of the segment. To avoid updating sharing
between SIT entries of different domains, we store the on-
disk SIT entries in METADB. The key of a SIT item is the
combination of a flag sit, the segment ID, and a checkpoint



version number (e.g., sit:0:1 for segment 0 in version 1). The
version number is used for roll-back recovery to the latest
consistent checkpoint. The value of a SIT item is the segment
entry. As for NAT, the NAT entries from different domains
may co-locate in the same block as NAT originally adopts
per-entry allocation granularity. Instead, AUGEFS allocates
NAT entries in a block granularity. In such doing, a NAT
block can only contain entries belonging to the same domain,
which avoids block sharing when persisting NAT entries.
Meanwhile, AUGEFS uses two in-memory radix trees for
SIT and NAT separately in each domain to accelerate their
lookup. Since the contents in SIT and NAT are partitioned into
different domains, the per-domain radix trees bring little extra
memory overhead as they only index a subset. Through this
partition, different domains nearly share no data structures,
which mitigates their contention significantly. AUGEFS still
adopts multi-head logging to support log-structured writing,
where each domain keeps data logs and node logs. Note that
AUGEFS maintains one active data segment and one active
node segment to accept new updates for each domain.
Garbage Collection. The garbage collection of AUGEFS first
selects the domain with the highest garbage ratio. Then,
AUGEFS performs garbage collection on the selected domain,
including victim selection and block identification and migra-
tion. The garbage collection granularity is the segment whose
SIT maintains a validity bitmap for detecting the valid blocks.
After all valid blocks are migrated, the selected segment is
registered as a free segment candidate. It finally becomes free
after a checkpoint and can be allocated by domains again.
Crash Consistency and Recovery. AUGEFS uses checkpoint
to provide a consistent recovery point after a crash. Each
domain can do its own checkpoint as it manages its own
SIT, NAT, SSA, and other metadata (e.g., current active
segment information) in both in-memory and on-disk data
structures, reducing contention on the global checkpoint
lock. To maintain a consistent state of the whole file system
across domains (e.g., the sync operation), AugeFS performs
checkpoint on all domains that are protected by a global
lock. Although the checkpoints are executed more frequently,
the size of each checkpoint is smaller as each domain is
only responsible for its own data checkpoint. For consistency
between metadata and data, AUGEFS uses the ordered mode
that persists data and node blocks first and then updates
the inode. Different from the serial recovery in F2FS,
AUGEFS runs the recovery procedure in parallel for each
domain to accelerate its recovery. After a sudden power-off,
AUGEFS rolls back to the latest consistent checkpoint and
performs roll-forward recovery on the data and node logs.
Discussion. Since AUGEFS adopts a hash-based static parti-
tion approach, it inherits a general limitation from the partition
approach: access skewness across domains, which can make
AUGEFS degenerate to F2FS in the worst case. Several
optimizations [59], [61], [74] can be used to mitigate this
limitation. For example, we can adopt a dynamic partition
with file ownership migration between domains to avoid access
skewness, and we leave it as the future work. Note that there is
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no resource contention due to skewness in AUGEFS because
each domain allocates resources (e.g., segments) on demand
and AUGEFS does not reserve space for each domain. Ad-
ditionally, AUGEFS makes it easier to eliminate dependence
completely as it assigns one file only to one domain, and one
file operation only involves one domain.

B. Asynchronous IO Stack for Fsync

Current LFSs such as F2FS and Max employ the roll-
forward recovery that only writes data blocks and their di-
rect node blocks to enhance fsync performance. However,
ensuring crash consistency requires data blocks to be durable
before node blocks, which leads to intrinsic dependencies.
Consequently, this mechanism underutilizes the multi-head
logging design and cannot fully exploit the device bandwidth.
AUGEFS designs an asynchronous IO stack for fsync that
updates data and node blocks in parallel. Fig. 8 shows the
fsync paths of vanilla F2FS and AUGEFS. Vanilla F2FS first
prepares the write of data blocks, including getting node
blocks, allocating data blocks, refreshing SIT, etc. Then, it
submits the data block IO and waits for completion. After that,
F2FS prepares the write of node blocks, including finding dirty
node blocks, setting the fsync flag, etc. Then, it submits the
node block IO and waits for completion. AUGEFS overlaps
the data block IO and node block IO to reduce latency by
utilizing the waiting time. After the data blocks are submitted
to the device, AUGEFS begins to prepare and submit the node
blocks. Finally, it waits for their completion together.

This naive design may bring inconsistency. When meeting
a sudden crash, the data blocks may be lost while the node
blocks have been persisted, whose indexes may point to
garbage data. To handle this, we add a durable write version
number (write ver) for per-CPU core. We reserve a small
area at the end of PMR for write ver and each CPU core
occupies 64 Bytes (several KBs totally). Before submitting
the node blocks, the thread fetches write ver of its running
CPU core. It then adds a special flag (fsync), write ver, and its
running CPU ID inside direct node blocks. After the data block
IO is finished, write ver is increased. Since PMR is byte-
addressable and low-latency, the version number can be up-
dated with little overhead. The concurrency of this procedure
is protected by a per-CPU lock. In the roll-forward recovery,
AUGEFS collects the direct node blocks having the special
flag, fetches the write ver and CPU ID, and compares them
with the corresponding write ver on PMR. If equal or greater,
the data blocks may not have been persisted, and the node
block can be dropped. If less, the node block can be used for



recovery. The asynchronous IO stack does not compromise the
crash consistency and keeps the same consistency guarantee
with the roll-forward recovery of F2FS. It only accelerates the
data persistence path in fsync and improves device utilization.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we present evaluation results for AUGEFS.
We first use a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate the basic
performance of AUGEFS. Then, we show the performance of
AUGEFS under the macrobenchmark Filebench [21] and the
real-world application LevelDB [22]. Finally, we evaluate the
overhead of the control plane of AUGEFS under multi-process
workloads, and conduct a performance breakdown as well as
sensitivity analysis for AUGEFS.
Experiment Setup. We conduct all experiments on a server
with two 24-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8260 CPUs,
which runs CentOS 7 with Linux kernel version 4.19.11.
Hyper-threading is disabled. The machine is equipped with
256GB DRAM, 512GB Optane persistent memory (PM), a
375GB Intel P4800X SSD, and a 2TB Seagate HDD.
Implementation. AUGEFS mainly consists code segment,
heap, and stack. We implement AUGEFS in the userspace as a
dynamic linker library to be shared among multiple processes,
which is mapped into a fixed address space by modifying
the linker. For heap, AUGEFS uses a shared heap on top
of a memory-mapped file with using a simple and efficient
allocator [41]. For stack, AUGEFS creates a new stack in its
address space for new threads using AUGEFS [25]. We imple-
ment a manager process, which is responsible for registration.
Application threads communicate with the manager process
for getting permission to access AUGEFS (map the shared
heap and stack). We assume the address range of AUGEFS is
enough (e.g., 1TB) and rarely used, and we can further modify
the kernel to reserve the address range. It intercepts POSIX
IO calls [42] and requires little modifications to applications.

Since there is no available product with PMR, we reserve
256MB Optane PM to emulate it that can maximize the perfor-
mance of AUGEFS, and we also evaluate performance under
limited PMR (§VII-F). Note that the 256MB size of PMR
is reasonable as previous works [32], [45], [47]. To emulate
PCIe latency, we add a 900ns [67], [80] software delay for per
64 Bytes PM accessing. We reserve a fixed SSD area (50GB
by default) for METADB and build a simple file system for
METADB to access it in userspace like TopFS in SpanDB [11].
A global space allocator between METADB and data man-
agement leaves as future work. Since SPDK works poorly
for mutliple processes [11], AUGEFS uses the performance-
similar NVMeDirect [38] to access NVMe SSDs.
Compared Systems: We compare AUGEFS with six FSs:
Ext4 [4], F2FS [10], Max [52], TableFS [34], Strata [42],
and uFS [59]. Ext4 is a popular and widely-used journaling
FS. F2FS and Max are two state-of-the-art LFSs for SSDs.
TableFS first adopts LSM-KVS to store metadata. Strata is a
log-structured and cross-media FS involving PM and SSD. uFS
is a recent high-performance userspace FS for SSDs. Except
AUGEFS, other FSs are not explicitly designed for PMR.

We argue that only using PMR to build scalable metadata
operations atop them is not direct: i) The size of PMR is
limited, which is not sufficient to store all the metadata for an
entire FS. ii) PMR tends to have high latency through PCIe,
making it challenging to maintain complex data structures.

A. Microbenchmarks

Metadata Performance. We conduct six microbenchmarks
to measure the throughput and latency under different thread
counts. They create empty files (create) or directories (mkdir),
delete empty files (unlink) or directories (rmdir), rename direc-
tories (rename), and iterate directories (readdir). Each thread
performs metadata operations in private directories followed
by fsync for persistence and executes 1M operations with a
dir-width 10, where one directory has 10K files approximately.
We add another compared system, AUGEFS-roc, which is the
same as AUGEFS except using RocksDB to replace METADB.
Fig. 9 shows the results.

For metadata updates (Fig. 9 (a-e)), AUGEFS performs best
generally, outperforming other systems by 34× on average.
It also scales well with increasing thread count, while others
only scale to 8-12 threads. Simply using LSM-KVS to store
metadata (AUGEFS-roc) can also bring some improvement
but it suffers from the false sharing problem as in §II-C.
AUGEFS adopts parallel request processing and fine-grained
parallel WAL to handle this, which bring up to 35× im-
provement than AUGEFS-roc. Note that the rmdir operation
invokes the delete interface in MetaDB. The delete in MetaDB
behaves similarly to put except its value is the delete flag.
uFS performs better than others except AUGEFS because it
avoids coordination with logical journaling [59]. However, it
meets the bottleneck in high thread count because it only uses
one thread for directory operations. Max performs worse than
F2FS because the submitting of its node or data blocks is
serial even in different logs, but F2FS can batch metadata
updates and submit them together. Ext4 performs poorly due
to a centralized journal design. Strata has an outstanding and
scalable performance in low thread count since it logs process-
private updates in PM using the operation log pattern. How-
ever, it scales worse for two reasons. First, its digest operation
brings double write amplification. Second, the socket-based
communication between LibFS and KernFS of Strata is slow,
which hurts performance. For readdir in Fig. 9(f), AUGEFS,
TableFS, and AUGEFS-roc exhibit suboptimal performance
because they require more block reads to retrieve values. Ext4
or F2FS stores the dentries of the same directory to contiguous
blocks. However, the FSs based on LSM-KVS may place data
in different SSTs and scattered blocks. This problem can be
mitigated by re-inserting the KVS of the same directory [40] to
place them in the same data blocks of one SST. uFS behaves
worst because it has only one work thread to handle read-
dir and its communication overhead is heavy for read-intensive
operations. We do not evaluate readdir and rename for Strata
because it does not support readdir and can not run rename for
multiple threads. For latency, we select mkdir and readdir and
show their results in Fig. 9(g) and 9(h). AUGEFS has the
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lowest latency for mkdir, which increases little even in high
thread count. However, other systems have an increasing
latency, up to 21×. For readdir, Ext4, F2FS, and Max have the
lowest latency, and AUGEFS has a stable but higher latency.
Data Performance. We design three microbenchmarks to
measure the read/write throughput and latency, and each thread
performs on a private 4GB file. We add another compared
system AUGEFS-syn, which is the same as AUGEFS but
without the asynchronous IO stack. Strata is not compared
due to fairness because it stores data in a large-capacity PM
while AUGEFS only uses small-size PMR as the WAL log
for metadata. First, single-thread write results are shown in
Fig. 10(a) and 10(b). During the test, each thread issues

append writes followed by fsync while varying the write size.
AUGEFS exhibits 40% (than AUGEFS-syn)∼2.7× (than Ext4)
higher throughput and its latency decreases by 27% (than
AUGEFS-syn)∼69% (than Ext4) on average against other
systems. Due to its userspace architecture, AUGEFS eliminates
kernel software overhead and accesses SSDs in userspace.
Additionally, AUGEFS adopts an asynchronous IO stack for
fsync operations, which parallels the direct node blocks and
data blocks writing and brings 40% higher throughput than
AUGEFS-syn. As the write size increases, the benefits become
less because more IOs are concentrated on data blocks. uFS
performs better than kernel file systems because it adopts
the userspace high-performance SPDK [94]. Second, multiple-
thread write results are shown in Fig. 10(c) and 10(d), where
multiple threads issue append write followed by fsync with
4KB block size. AUGEFS exhibits 20% (than AUGEFS-
syn)∼2.8× (than Ext4) higher throughput and its latency de-
creases by 14% (than AUGEFS-syn)∼72% (than Ext4) on av-
erage against other systems on average. AUGEFS can quickly
utilize the bandwidth of SSDs and the device IO becomes the
major bottleneck when meeting high thread counts. Ext4 has
the worst performance because it only uses a separate thread to
dispatch the journal blocks for consistency. uFS has a scalable
throughput in low thread count but meets the bottleneck after
12 threads due to its limited number of server threads. Max has
a lower throughput than AUGEFS because it suffers from ker-
nel software overhead, competitive submitting locks, and the
serialization between the node blocks and data blocks. Third,
multi-thread read results are shown in Fig. 10(e) and 10(f),
where multiple threads read their private files randomly with
4KB block size. AUGEFS achieves the best performance since
the data is served directly from userspace, while most of
the time is spent on device IO. Through Ext4, F2FS and
Max have a closer performance than AUGEFS because they
can almost fully exploit the device bandwidth. uFS scales
worse for the reasons below. First, its client cache has little
improvement for non-skew random access patterns and we
disable it for fairness. Second, the limited server threads and
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high communication overhead become the bottleneck.

B. Macrobenchmark: Filebench

We use four workloads (Fileserver, Varmail, Webserver,
and Webproxy) from the Filebench to evaluate AUGEFS.
Fig. 11 shows the results. Generally, AUGEFS performs the
best under all four workloads. AUGEFS outperforms other
file systems by 60% to 1× for Fileserver, 50% to 92% for
Varmail, 15% to 37% for Webserver, and 24% to 46% for
Webproxy. Specially, for write-intensive and fsync-intensive
workloads (Fileserver and Varmail), AUGEFS has more evi-
dent performance improvement because of its optimizations
for metadata and data scalability. For read-intensive work-
loads (Webserver and Webproxy), all scale well, except uFS
which only performs better in low thread count. AUGEFS has
a higher read performance due to all-userspace operations,
which avoids system calls and kernel IO stack overhead.

C. Real-World Application: LevelDB

Here we evaluate the performance of AUGEFS using the
real-world application LevelDB [22], which is widely used in
cloud environments. We run LevelDB’s db bench on different
file systems and issue 1 million operations with a value
size of 1 KB for each thread. We choose five workloads:
random write (rw), write sync (ws), overwrite (wo), sequential
write (sw), and random read (rr). We run them using one
thread (Single-Thread) and 16 threads (Multi-Thread), and the
results are shown in Fig. 12. AUGEFS achieves the highest
throughput across all file systems across all workloads. In
particular, for random write, AUGEFS outperforms 36%, 33%,
30%, and 23% than Ext4, F2FS, Max, and uFS respectively.

D. Multiple-Process Workloads

We show the ability of AUGEFS to support multi-process
sharing by letting multiple processes execute setxattr to the
same file, which requires acquiring and releasing the inode
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lock. setxattr is a control plane operation by setting an ex-
tended attribute value for a file. We compare AUGEFS against
three file systems with different architectures to evaluate their
control plane overhead: Strata uses socket-based IPC for
the control plane (digest), uFS uses the shared ring buffer,
and F2FS uses syscall to execute control plane operations.
Fig. 13(a) and 13(b) show the throughput and latency results.
For Strata, its LibFS has to acquire and release the lock
by communicating with KernFS. Its control plane performs
worst as it requires two expensive IPCs and has to write
twice for metadata. As for uFS, its server processes delegate
all the operations without requiring lock, but it performs
worse because only one worker thread can handle metadata
operations, which becomes the bottleneck. Though F2FS can
enter the shared kernel address space to acquire and release
locks, it suffers from expensive kernel trapping overhead.
AUGEFS has the highest throughput and lowest latency due
to its shared address space in userspace.

E. Metadata Performance Breakdown

To evaluate the source of AUGEFS performance gains in
metadata performance, we show the throughput breakdown
in Fig. 14. Base represents using origin RocksDB. +PMR
represents only using PMR to store WAL files. +ParaPre
represents only using parallel request processing while using
multiple WAL files without PMR on SSDs. AUGEFS repre-
sents using both parallel request processing and fine-grained
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parallel WAL. We select two workloads: mkdir with/without
fsync, where mkdir with fsync occurs in a strong consistency
scenario [56] by issuing fsync after each metadata operation.
For mkdir with fsync (Fig. 14(a)), only using PMR to store
WAL files brings little benefit as it suffers from the grouping
overhead severely. Meanwhile, serial WAL write is also the
bottleneck. Only using ParaPre also has little benefit as it re-
quires flushing all per-core WAL files. AUGEFS performs best
because it eliminates grouping overhead and can update WAL
persistently in parallel. For mkdir without fsync (Fig. 14(b)),
AUGEFS performs worse than +ParaPre as AUGEFS persists
the WAL due to the persistence feature of PMR, while +Para-
Pre only writes WAL files in the page cache initially. Even
without persistence, Base has a much poorer performance.

F. Sensitivity Analysis

Latency of PMR: Fig. 15(a) shows how the latency of
PMR affects the metadata performance. Note that our previous
experiments use Optane PM + latency (900ns) to emulate
PMR. Here we add more extra latency (1-10us) for per-
64Bytes and measure the mkdir with fsync throughput with
24 threads. As the added latency increases from 1us to 5us,
the throughput decreases by 14%, 29%, 40%, 49%, and 54%.
When the added latency is 10us, the throughput decreases by
70%. However, it still outperforms other file systems by at
least 3.9× (AUGEFS-roc) and up to 31× (Max).
Size of PMR: Fig. 15(b) illustrates how the size of PMR
affects the metadata performance with the same workload in
§VII-A with 24 threads. We vary the PMR data area size
from 512KB to 128MB. When only using 512KB PMR, the
throughput decreases by about 25.3%, however, it still outper-
forms other file systems by at least 11×. As its size increases,
more time for migrating WAL data to SSD is hidden, resulting
in improved metadata throughput. When the size reaches
128MB, AUGEFS reaches the highest throughput (similar to

256MB case that stores all WAL on PMR) because it nearly
does not require waiting for migrating WAL data to SSD.
Size of Metadata Workload: Fig. 15(c) shows how the size
of the metadata workload (aging the LSM-KVS) affects the
metadata performance. Here, we add more operations to each
thread (from 1M to 20M) and expand the metadata area on
SSD, and the dataset size is about from 4.6GB to 92GB. Even
for the largest dataset we used, the metadata performance only
drops less than 5%, where compactions occur frequently. We
also increase the number of compaction threads (2 by default)
in MetaDB and find it brings little performance improvement,
which indicates compaction is not the bottleneck here.
Different Kinds of LSM-KVS: We compare METADB with
one state-of-the-art LSM-KVS SpanDB [11], which uses
SPDK to accelerate the WAL writes and data IOs. We measure
the mkdir with fsync throughput with up to 24 threads.
Fig. 15(d) shows the results, where Auge-roc and Auge-
span only use RocksDB and SpanDB to replace METADB in
AUGEFS. Though Auge-span shows higher throughput (up
to 3×) than Auge-roc, it underperforms AUGEFS for below
reasons. First, while SpanDB assigns WAL writes to the spe-
cialized logger threads, it still retains the group logging mecha-
nism, suffering from thread synchronization overhead. Second,
SpanDB offers asynchronous interfaces to increase the request
depth that helps improve throughput. However, the file system
metadata operations are executed synchronously, thus gaining
limited benefit from the asynchronous request processing.
Number of Domains: Fig. 16(a) shows how the number of
domains affects the write performance in AUGEFS with the
same workload in §VII-A with 24 threads. As the number
of domains increases, its throughput scales well until 16
because the locking contention is becoming less and less. The
performance bottleneck has shifted from the FS to the device
after 16, i.e., the device bandwidth is saturated fully. Note that
AUGEFS currently focuses on building a FS on one storage
device like common local file systems [4], [10], [52].
High Volume Utilization: Fig. 16(b) illustrates how the
volume utilization affects the LFS performance. We populate
the tested file systems (F2FS and AUGEFS) with two levels of
volume utilization, 90% and 97%, and then execute a random-
write workload on them to incur frequent garbage collections.
Each thread performs 4KB random overwrites to its own file,
followed by an independent fsync operation. At 90% utiliza-
tion, AUGEFS outperforms F2FS, benefiting from its domain-
based file organization that enhances the scalability of data
operations. However, at 97% utilization, AUGEFS experiences



a performance drop due to insufficient free space to support
all domains. In this scenario, AUGEFS can also outperform
F2FS due to its better scalability.

G. Recovery Time

Different from F2FS, AUGEFS deploys per-domain recov-
ery, which requires recovering for each domain. However, the
sizes of each checkpoint for roll-back recovery and the roll-
forward data are smaller as each domain is responsible for its
own data. After the execution of the multiple-thread append
workloads (each thread writes 1GB data with 24 threads), as
in Fig. 10(c), we inject an immediate crash and measure the
recovery time when remounting the file systems. The time
of F2FS and AUGEFS are 2.6s and 393ms, respectively. The
recovery procedure of F2FS is executed serially, requiring a
longer time. AUGEFS could execute the recovery procedure in
parallel because each domain is independent. Compared with
F2FS, the recovery of AUGEFS has to compare the versions
on node blocks and per-CPU core due to the asynchronous IO
stack, however, it brings little overhead because the compari-
son only costs several CPU cycles.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Userspace File Systems. Many userspace file systems for
NVMs (including SSD and persistent memory) are proposed,
such as Moneta-D [7], Aerie [87], Arrakis [76], Strata [42],
DevFS [37], ZoFS [17], SplitFS [33], EvFS [95], uFS [59],
Simurgh [66], ArckFS [99]. EvFS [95] is a library FS lacking
multi-process support. The trio architecture of ArckFS is
specifically designed for persistent memory. It only maps the
data pages of one file into the application’s address space
for isolation and relies on the page table to restrict PM
accesses for protection, which is not applicable to SSDs.
uFS, ZoFS, and Simurgh are the most related architecture
to AUGEFS. uFS brings additional CPU overhead, and its
shared-memory-based IPC is less efficient than AUGEFS.
ZoFS and Simurgh map PM into the address space of each
application and do not duplicate data or metadata by caching
it in DRAM [66]. Simurgh provides high security for PM
with the hardware modification and cannot be directly applied
to SSDs. Both AUGEFS and ZoFS use MPK to prevent stray
writes, however, their file system architectures are different.
ZoFS only maps the PM and requires the leases or locks on
the slow PM for concurrency between processes. AUGEFS is
more likely to the kernel address space and multiple processes
share AUGEFS like sharing kernel address space. Thus, we
can implement the concurrency control, page cache, and
background threads in AUGEFS directly.
SSD File System Metadata Optimization. ReconFS [63],
Otter [60], and BlzFS [78] aim to improve the efficiency of
metadata operations. Though ReconFS and BlzFS can mitigate
the metadata write amplification by recording metadata in a
temporary area, they still face the amplification when applying
metadata to block devices (i.e., SSDs). TableFS [34] first
proposes building a file system on the key-value store, and it
simply uses LevelDB and does not consider the performance

issues. KVFS [85] is based on a transactional variation of
LSM-KVS, called VT-Tree, and it still uses the group updating
mechanism. BetrFS [89] is an in-kernel file system to take
advantage of Bε-tree. However, it has heavy software overhead
because it is a stacked file system built on Ext4. KEVIN [40]
improves file system performance by offloading indexing
capability to the storage hardware based on an LSM-tree based
KVSSD. However, the computer power in SSD is weak.
LSM-KVS WAL Optimization. SpanDB [11] enables multi-
ple concurrent WAL writes. However, it still keeps the group
updating mechanism. p2KV S [65] partitions the global KV
space into a set of independent subspaces. However, it suffers
from grouping overhead in the single subspace and requires
flushing all WALs for metadata persistence, which brings
write amplification of WAL. SineKV [48] leverages the CMB
feature of SSDs to store WAL for crash consistency, but it
ignores the grouping overhead.
SSD File System Data Optimization. AIOS [44] proposes an
asynchronous IO stack to accelerate read and write operations.
SpanFS [35] distributes files and directories to partitions for
scalability. However, they are for the journaling FS, and
SpanFS has to solve the metadata consistency across partitions.
Max [52] is the state-of-the-art kernel LFS but suffers from
poor metadata performance and submitting lock contention.
IPLFS [39] reduces the garbage collection of F2FS, and
exF2FS [71] enhances transaction support of F2FS. They are
orthogonal to AUGEFS and can be applied to AUGEFS. [14]
gives an analysis for the performance degradation of fsync in
F2FS. There are also works building LFS on ZNS SSDs [23],
[43], [77], and our techniques can also be applied to ZNS
SSDs. [43] leverages the write pointer of the ZNS SSD to
design the order-preserving recovery mechanism.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper presents AUGEFS, a high-performance and scal-
able userspace log-structured file system targeting modern
SSDs. Building a userspace LFS on modern SSDs faces
three challenges: inefficient control plane, limited metadata
scalability, and underutilized device bandwidth. Correspond-
ingly, AUGEFS proposes three techniques to address these
challenges: protected and shared address space for file systems,
a scalable LSM-tree based metadata store, and domain-based
file organization with an asynchronous IO stack for fsync op-
eration. We compare AUGEFS against six file systems. The
evaluation results show the high efficiency of AUGEFS to
achieve both metadata and data scalability.
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